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Feature 
Project

table Saw Miter Sled
Miter joints don’t have to be a trial-and-error chore. With this miter sled, 
you can cut perfect joints every time.

don’t think there’s a wood-
worker anywhere that has 

never been frustrated when it 
comes to cutting miters on the table 
saw. It seems that no matter how 
hard I try, I’ll sometimes end up 
with a gap in the joint once all the 
pieces are assembled.

This table saw miter sled solves 
that problem. To make accurate 
cuts, it has two bars that ride in the 
miter slots on your table saw. This 
makes it solid and slide smoothly for 
consistent cuts. And once you get 
the fences calibrated, you can cut 
dozens of perfect miters. The fences 

also have a T-track, which allows 
you to use a stop block. This guar-
antees that your workpieces will be 
exactly the same length. 

With all the sled’s features, solid 
construction, light weight, and pre-
cision fences and stops, you’ll be cut-
ting perfect miter joints in no time.

I
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Overall Dimensions: 17" x 30" x 5"

Construction Details



aligning the runners

The base of the miter sled is the 
foundation for the whole assembly.  
So you’ll want to use a material that’s 
flat and stable. That makes installing 
and adjusting the other parts easier. 
I chose 3⁄4" plywood.

I started with a rectangular piece. 
You’ll want to make sure the front 
and back edges are straight and 
smooth. This way, you can use them 
later as a reference for locating and 
adjusting the fences. 

To make the sled lighter and 
easier to manage, I cut off the cor-
ners of the base, as shown above. 

Since the miter sled uses two miter bars, it can be dif-
ficult getting them aligned to your table saw. Here’s 
a trick for attaching them that will ensure smooth 
operation. You’ll use double-sided tape to help.

The first thing you need to do is insert two pen-
nies in each miter slot of your saw, as shown in the 
drawing at right. This will hold the miter bars proud 
of the table surface so the tape can “grab” the base.

After attaching two or three pieces of double-sided 
tape to each miter bar, align the ends of the bars with 
the front of your saw table. Next, you’ll want to align 
the back edge of the sled base flush with the front of 
the saw, as shown at right. But be careful not to let it 
touch the double-sided tape yet.

Now, carefully move the base so its centerline is in 
line with the saw blade. Then it’s just a matter of low-
ering the sled onto the miter bars. Finally, you can 
remove the sled and permanently attach the runners. 
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a.

1

Building the Base & guard
Once that’s done, you’ll need to find 
and mark the centerline of the base. 
(I used a framing square.) You’ll use 
this line later to align the sled with 
the saw blade. This centerline also 
serves as a reference for attaching 
the blade guard and fences.

RunneRs. Now for the challenging 
part — mounting the runners. The 
trick is to attach the miter bars using 
double-sided tape. The tape holds 
them in place so you can attach them 
with screws. Use your table saw as a 
guide for mounting the miter bars, 
and refer to the box below.

Blade GuaRd. Once the runners are 
mounted, turn your attention to the 
blade guard. The blade guard does 
two things. First, it shields your 
hands from the saw blade. As you 
finish the cut on the workpiece, the 
blade ends up “buried” under the 
blade guard. And second, it adds sta-
bility to the sled. It ties the two parts 
of the base into one unit.

To make the guard, cut a block to 
width and length. Then, following 
the steps shown at the bottom of 
the following page, make the cuts to 
form the “nose” of the guard.



Blade guard step-By-step

Once the blade guard is cut to 
shape, you’ll need to drill a hole 
through it for the handle that’s added 
next. Make sure the hole is square 
to the sides of the guard so you can 
easily fit and align the handle.

To attach the guard to the base, 
apply glue to the bottom edge and 
align it with the back of the base. 
Be sure it’s centered and square to 
the reference line. Then screw it in 
place from underneath. But watch 
where you place the screws to keep 
them out of the path of the blade. 

The handle assemBly. The handle is 
simply a 3⁄4" dowel that slips through 
the blade guard. It’s held in place by 
two end brackets. The handle gives 
you excellent control of the miter 
sled. It also gives you a good place 
to rest your hands to keep them out 
of the blade’s path during a cut.

You’ll cut the handle brackets to 
size, and then drill a stopped hole in 
each bracket for attaching the dowel 
(Figure 2a). The corner of each 
bracket is cut off. 

Now, you can put the handle 
assembly together. Slip the dowel 
through the blade guard, and then 
attach a handle bracket at each end 
of the dowel. A drop or two of glue  
will keep the dowel from spinning 
when using the sled. Then you can 
glue and screw the brackets to the  
plywood base from underneath to 
tie everything together.
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a.

The First Cut. Using an aux-
iliary fence on your miter 
gauge, begin by forming the 
notches for the permanent 
fences in the blade guard.

Miter for the Fences. Ro-
tate your miter gauge 45º to 
complete the notches where 
the fences will rest. Make 
two cuts to center the point.

Forming the Nose. Then flip 
the guard over and make two 
45º cuts. The point should 
be centered to help align the 
guard with the blade.

Compound Cut. The last 
set of cuts is on the top of 
the blade guard. Tilt the saw 
blade 45º and cut the remain-
ing bevels to form the nose.

Ready foR fences. At this point, the 
base of the table saw sled is com-
plete except for the two permanent 
fences and non-skid material. But 
before you move on to making the 

fences, you’ll want to take some 
time to check the fit of the sled on 
your saw and make any last-minute 
adjustments. You’re looking for a 
smooth fit in the miter slots.



flush with or slightly below the sur-
face of the fence. This will help the 
stop block seat properly when it’s 
mounted to the fence. 

After you attach the T-track, trim 
one end of the fence square, as 
shown in Figure 4. Then cut the 45° 
angle on the other end. You’ll want 
to use a carbide-tipped saw blade 
since you’ll also be cutting through 
the aluminum T-track. Just make 
sure you cut the miters in opposite 
directions on the two fences. 

Also, to keep sawdust build-up 
from interfering with the cut, I rab-
beted a sawdust relief on the bottom 
front of the fences (Figure 3).

aTTach The fences. It can be a chal-
lenge to attach the fences to the base 
at perfect 45° angles. So, I drilled 
oversized holes and counterbores 
for the two washerhead screws 
used to attach each fence (Figure 
4). The oversized holes gave me 
some “wiggle room” for fine-tuning 
the angle of the fences.

To get an idea of where to attach 
the left fence, I drew a line from the 
tip of the blade guard at a 45° angle. 
Using this line as a guide, I screwed 
the fence in place with the two wash-
erhead screws. Don’t use any glue 
here — you’ll want to be able to 
make adjustments later.

TesT cuTs. Once the fence is fas-
tened tight, make test cuts on two 

straight boards and adjust the 
fence until its a perfect fit. 

Then do the same for 
the other fence.

One of the biggest frustrations with 
cutting miter joints is getting the 
angle of the cut just right. But that’s 
not the case with this miter sled. I’ll 
show you a handy trick for adjusting 
the fences perfectly.

Another problem with miter 
joints is cutting the pieces to a con-
sistent length. If one piece is just a 
hair longer than another one, there 
will be gaps in the miter joints. To 
eliminate this problem, the fences 
on the sled have an aluminum 
T-track built into them that makes it 
easy to attach a stop block.

fence assemBly. The fences are the 
most important part of the miter 
sled and I wanted them to remain 

Building the Fences

3

4a.

straight and true for a long time. 
That’s why it’s a good idea to cut 
them from straight-grained hard-
wood. I left the pieces a little long so 
I could trim them to final size later 
after the T-track was installed.

To make it easier to miter longer 
workpieces, you might want to 
make the fence extensions shown 
on the next page. While you’re set 
up to make the permanent fences, 
you can also make the extensions.

I cut the groove for the aluminum 
T-track using a dado blade on my 
table saw. Make the groove deep 
enough so that the T-track sits 
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optional Fence extensions

The miter sled is great for cutting 
perfect miter joints. But I found 
that I sometimes needed to make 
repetitive cuts on pieces that 
were longer than the fences. So 
I added these fence extensions.

The stock for the fence 
extension is identical to the stock 
used for the stationary fences, 
including the aluminum T-track. 
The only difference is that I 
added a length of aluminum 
angle for attaching the extension 
to the stationary fence, as shown.

Once the fence extensions 
were complete, the first thing I 

non-slip suRface. Sometimes when 
I’m cutting miters, the workpiece 
has a tendency to “creep” as the 
saw blade starts to cut. To solve 
this problem, I found some non-skid 
material that is often used on stairs. 
As you can see in Figure 4, I aligned 
the material with the front face of 
the fence. You’ll have some material 
hanging over the edge of the base to 
trim with a utility knife.

sTop Blocks. The last pieces you 
need to complete the miter sled are 
stop blocks. They’re easy to make 
but they serve an important role. 
They allow you to cut your work-
pieces to a consistent length.

The stop blocks are just two 
pieces glued and screwed together 
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at right angles, as shown in Figure 5.  
You’ll drill a hole in the back that’s 
used to attach them to the fences. 
I made two of them so I could have 
one on each fence.

peRfecT miTeRs. With 
the fences and stop 
blocks in place, your miter sled is 
complete. After final test cuts, you’re 
ready to cut perfect miter joints. 

a.

a.

did was cut a 24" length of alu-
minum angle. After aligning one 
end flush with the outside end of 
the fence extension, I fastened 
the aluminum angle in place. You 
can see how this all goes together 
in the drawing below.

Finally, I wanted to have an 
easy way to attach and remove 
the fence extension, so I used 
the threaded inserts and studded 
knobs that you see in detail ‘a.’ 
I drilled the mounting holes in 
the aluminum angle and used 
them to mark the location of the 
threaded inserts on the fence.
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tiPS FroM 
our ShoP

ShoP Short cutS

attaching Fences to the Miter sled
There’s not much to attaching the 
fences on the miter sled. They’re 
simply screwed in place. But get-
ting each fence positioned at a per-
fect 45° angle on the first attempt 
is easier said than done. To make 
this task a bit easier, I used a pair of 
oversized holes for the screws that 
attach the fences. This allows you to 
“tweak” the position of each fence 
for a perfect 45° miter.

To initially position the fence, 
I used a plastic drafting triangle. 
(These are inexpensive and accu-
rate.) I set the triangle against the 
blade guard and drew a line to indi-
cate the position of the back edge 
of the fence, as in Figure 1. Then I 
attached the fence to the miter sled 
base with washerhead screws.

1a.

2

b.

With the fence attached to the 
miter sled base, you can now check 
the position of the fence for accu-
racy. To do this, I made a couple of 
test cuts and then placed the test 
pieces together side by side, as 
illustrated in Figure 2. Now simply 
use a square to check the included 
angle. If the angle is 90°, you know 
that fence is positioned at 45°. If it’s 
not, you’ll need to nudge the fence a 
bit and check the setting on a new 
set of test cuts.

Once you have the fence in posi-
tion, you can tighten down the two 
washerhead screws, as shown in 
Figure 1a. Then to hold the fence 
securely, I added three more screws 
from the underside of the base of 
the sled (Figures 1 and 1b).

With the first fence in position, 
you can now repeat the process 
to attach the second fence. Once 
you’re done, both fences should be 
set up to cut perfect miters. 


